
Neighborhood 
Public Art 
Walk 

A Drawing Lines Field Experience



STEP 1: MAP  

● Haymarket Memorial - 151-169 N Desplaines St
● Untitled Picasso - 50 W Washington 
● Chagall’s Four Seasons - 10 S. Dearborn
● Calder’s Flamingo - 50 W. Adams
● Monument with Standing Beast - 100 W. Randolph
● Agora - 1135 S. Michigan
● Wabash Arts Corridor - 16th & Wabash 
● Chicago Bronze Cow- 88 E Randolph 
● Sculpture by Joan Miro- 77 W. Washington 
● Muddy Waters Mural - 17 N. State
● Cloud Gate - 201 E Randolph 
● Crown Fountain - 201 E Randolph 
● The Flight of Daedalus and Icarus - 120 N LaSalle St
● Ceres - 141 W Jackson
● Greek Sculptures - 141 W Jackson
● Hopes and Dreams- Roosevelt Red Line

Using a physical map or a map app, locate and mark each 
of the following pieces of artworks on a map. 



STEP 2: CURATE  

1. Monument of Standing Beast - 100 W. Randolph (Caden)
2. The Flight of Daedalus & Icarus - 120 N LaSalle St (Cora)
3. Sculpture by Joan Miro - 77 W. Washington (Abby)
4. Untitled by Picasso - 50 W Washington (Jeimar)
5. Chicago Bronze Cow - 88 E Randolph (Nakiya’h)
6. Muddy Waters Mural - 17 N. State (Corban)
7. Chagall’s Four Seasons - 10 S. Dearborn (Morgan)
8. Calder’s Flamingo - 50 W. Adams (Lydia) 
9. Ceres - 141 W Jackson (Cora)

10. Greek Sculptures - 141 W Jackson (Caden) 

Now that the pieces are plotted on a map, determine the 
itinerary of the tour. Take into consideration the allotted 
time (about 90 minutes). 

Your itinerary should include the title of the art piece, its 
location, and the designated tour guide. 



STEP 3: RESEARCH  
The designated guide for each artwork is responsible for 
sharing the artwork’s story on the tour. 

Guidelines for your research: 
● Title and artist of the piece
● Year the piece was created and installed
● The type of building/ location 
● Meaning of the piece - if applicable 
● Your interpretation of the piece 
● Story of how the piece found a home in the 

neighborhood (who, what, where, why, how)- if 
applicable 



STEP 4: EXPERIENCE  
Now, we’re ready to hit the field! 

As the tour guide, you will:  
● share the story of the artwork based on your research
● take at least 2 photographs of the artwork from 

different angles

STEP 5: SUMMARIZE  
The tour guide for each artwork will summarize their research 
along with their 2 photos into a slide as a part of a 
collaborative slideshow that will become a digital coffee table 
book of Chicago Public Artworks: GCE Edition. 



Chicago Public Art 
GCE Edition 



The Loop Collection 



Agora
“Agora” is a Greek word referring to a public place in which gatherings are held and news 
exchanged. This piece imagines humanoid figures in a gathering one might consider 
“public.”

The Polish artist Abakanowicz has a history with the city and its sizable Polish-American 
community. Mayor Richard M. Daley helped organize a sizable group of private donors to 
fund the creation and installation of the project.

Abanakowicz has primarily worked with large-scale materials, often inspired by growing up 
in Soviet-dominated Poland. These works typically address themes of social and cultural 
interaction. The artist herself claimed to fear public spaces and crowds.

The piece received mixed reactions in Chicago. Some residents found the installation 
imposing and frightening, a collection of monsters. For others the experience was more 
nuanced, evoking an “overwhelming sense of loneliness” amongst the crowd of figures.

The artist herself seemed to invite critique with pieces like Agora, saying that the scale of 
it leaves a viewer “confronted by [the figures] … [you] must think and imagine and question 
yourself.”

Magdalena Abanakowicz  I  2006  I  Grant Park



Sculpture by 
Joan Miro
Joan Miro designed this statue to represent a 
female earthly shape as to represent mother earth. 
It holds both earthly and cosmic details in its 
structure such as a star in it’s back to specifically 
signify the cosmic aspects and the two shapes in 
the front to signify the worldly aspects.  

Joan Miro  I  1981  I  Brunswick Plaza

 

This piece was commissioned by the mayor of chicago at the time and the Brunswick 
Corporation it also received many donations from other corporations. It was commissioned in  
1969 and unveiled to the public in 1981. A story goes that when the statue was being built Joan 
tried to not spend as much money as was given to him to build the statue.

Typically Miro  Focused on abstract paintings so sculpture wasn’t  his usual field of work. This 
sculpture does include the abstract aspect of his usual art as while it might have been made to 
show mother earth everyone can interpret its part in different ways. This is one of Joan Miro’s 
more recognizable pieces and was made for all of the public to enjoy.



Bronze 
Cow
The “Bronze Cow” is a memorial statue for the Chicago’s historical “Cows on Parade.” 
Before Peter Hanig, a Chicago shoe retailer, made the “Bronze Cow” statue; he saw a 
public art display of cows called "Land in Sicht", while in Zurich, Switzerland in 1998.  The 
following year, Hanig, along with the Commissioner of Cultural Affairs, organized 
Chicago’s “Cows on Parade.” The popular exhibit drew national attention and tourists 
flocked to the city to view more than 320 life-size cows placed throughout the city. Each 
was decorated differently and the locals began hunting for their favorites.

The event was short but, its success inspired many other U.S. cities to host similar 
fundraising projects. Hanig said, "A lot of people have come to me and said they wish we 
had kept the cows out." 

In 2001, Hanig unveiled an 8-foot-long, 4 1/2-foot-tall bronze cow he donated as a gift to 
the city with the hope that it would conjure up fond memories of the original exhibit. 
Visitors typically pose near and on the permanent piece.  Often not noticing the most 
interesting details: eyes that are etched with images of the Water Tower and Picasso 
Untitled sculpture.

Peter Hanig  I  2001  I  Chicago Cultural Center



It's unknown what the original artist intended or what the statue is supposed to represent. 
During the unveiling, it's abstract nature brought along the word "controversy" whenever 
stated in an article or review of the piece. However, due to the lack of copyright laws 
attached to it, the symbol was branded by shop owners, which soon made it a cultural icon 
for the city. The sculpture, later through time, sparked a pathway for more abstract pieces of 
work such as the cloud gate and crown fountain. 

Originally, Picasso never went to Chicago. Instead, the plans came back and forth to the 
architects of Mayor Richard J. Daley overseas, with the blueprints now posted the Chicago 
Institute of Art. During its age of controversy, many saw it either as a baboon, a cow, or even 
flying nun. Some, like Mike Royko, believes that it already captured the spirit of Chicago, 
accidental or purposely, by Picasso.

 Pablo Picasso  I  1966  I  Richard J. Daley Center

Untitled by 
Picasso





Chagall’s Four 
Seasons Marc Chagall  I  1974  I  Chase Tower Plaza

Marc Chagall created this mosaic in 1974 with thousands of inlaid chips, containing 
more than 250 colors. It was meant to portray six scenes of Chicago, representing 
human life in both spiritual and physical forms,throughout their different stages..

Chagall created The Four Seasons in his studio in France, then transferred it onto 
full-scale panels, presented as a gift to Chicago, and installed in Chicago with the 
help of a skilled mosaicist. 

I am  sure that when the public saw this, they were amazed, just as I was when I 
saw it. I couldn’t find any reported thoughts from the public so I am comparing 
what I the public’s initial reaction was, to my own. 





Monument with 
Standing 
Beast Joan Dubuffet | 1984 | The Loop

Jean Dubuffet created this piece in 1984. It is supposed to represent a tree, an animal, 
and a portal in architecture form.

The sculpture is one of 19 commissioned artworks funded under the State of Illinois 
Art-in-Architecture Program throughout the building. This was commissioned by the 
Capital Development Board of Illinois.

The sculpture is based on Dubuffet's 1960 painting series Hourloupe.

I believe that the public was intrigued by this new piece of art work. They saw it and 
enjoyed the new change in the environment.





The Flight of Daedalus & Icarus

In Greek mythology, Daedalus, a very skilled Athenian artisan, was called upon by King 
Minos of Crete to build a labyrinth to confine the dreaded Minotaur, a half-bull and 
half-man monster. Instead, Daedalus helps a young hero escape from the monster and 
the angered king imprisons him and his son Icarus in the labyrinth. To escape, Daedalus 
makes wings of wax for himself and his son, and he warns his son not to fly too low 
because they will get wet from the waves of the sea and not to fly too high. However, 
Icarus gets caught up in the thrill of flying and forgets all of his father's advice. He flies 
too high, the sun's heat melts the wax and he plunges into the Aegean Sea.

Created from more than 900,000 tiles, it was assembled by a team in Spilimbergo, Italy, 
north of Venice. Made of colored, opaque glass and various metal powders, the mosaic 
took three weeks to install.

 In a 2012 interview with Time Out Chicago, Lisa Stone, curator of SAIC’s Roger Brown 
Study Collection, noted the 27-by-54 foot mosaic has several meanings, among them 
“[it] warns against the danger and futility of hubris.”

Many say that Roger Brown was among the very few to first help develop the Chicago 
Imagist style, a version of pop art that worked to shock or excite audiences.

Roger Brown I  1991  I  120 North LaSalle



STEP 1: MAP  

● Urban Belly Mural - 2000 W. Pierce 
● Moon Spirit - 1425 N. Damen  
● Wicker Tree - 1425 N. Damen  
● Nike Running - 2001 W. Concord
● Laura Berger Mural - 2045 W. Concord
● Gateway - 1486 N. Milwaukee
● YAMS Mural - 1440 N. Milwaukee
● JC Rivera Mural - 1410 N. Milwaukee
● Worker Cottage Parklet - 1395 N. Milwaukee 
● Hebru Brantley Mural - 1401 N. Milwaukee
● Antique Taco Mural - 1350 N. Wood
● Marty McFly the W - 1361 N. Wolcott

Using a physical map or a map app, locate and mark each 
of the following pieces of artworks on a map. 

OPTION 1: Wicker Park 



STEP 1: MAP  

● Virgen De Guadalupe - 1999 S. Wood 
● Gulliver’s Travels- 1900 W. Cullerton 
● Venetian Glass Mosaic - 120 N LaSalle 
● El Popocatepetl y Iztaccihuatl - 1854 W. 21st  
● Yollocalli & Sentrock - 1903 S. Wood
● Jeff Maldonado Jr. Mosaic - 1719 S. Paulina

OPTION 2: Pilsen 

This is a selection of artworks we visited on a walking art 
tour with Pilsen Public Art Tours. 

http://www.ppat.space/


STEP 1: MAP  

Create a list of 8- 12 pieces of public artworks in a 
neighborhood of your choice. Feel free to create this list 
based on your own knowledge. A couple resources are 
linked below.. 

Name each piece of artwork for your own reference 
along with its address. 

OPTION 3: Build your own tour

Resources for your planning: 
Chicago Public Art Group Project Map
The Chicago Public Art Guide

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1pUxNCtPCAMXFL3-ILoupYAa-PDk&hl=en&ll=41.95061060372989%2C-87.73581850000001&z=10
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/dca/Public%20Art/publicartguide1.pdf


STEP 2: CURATE  
Now that the pieces are plotted on a map, determine the 
itinerary of the tour. 

Your itinerary should include the title of the art piece, its 
location, and the designated tour guide. 

STEP 3: RESEARCH  
The designated guide for each artwork is responsible for 
sharing the artwork’s story on the tour. 

Guidelines for your research: 
● Title and artist of the piece
● Year the piece was created and installed
● The type of building/ location 
● Meaning of the piece - if applicable 
● Your interpretation of the piece 
● Story of how the piece found a home in the 

neighborhood (who, what, where, why, how)- if 
applicable 



STEP 4: EXPERIENCE  
Now, you’re ready to hit the field! 

As the tour guide, you will:  
● share the story of the artwork based on your research
● take at least 2 photographs of the artwork from 

different angles

STEP 5: SUMMARIZE  
The tour guide for each artwork will summarize their research 
along with their 2 photos into a slide as a part of a 
collaborative slideshow that may become your own digital 
coffee table book of Chicago Public Artworks. 



The Pilsen Collection



Virgen De Guadalupe
The Virgen de Guadalupe, made in 1993 as the 
first spray paint mural. Created by Miguel del 
Reeal and commissioned by Salvador & Berth 
Tores, students and teenagers from around the 
area (unknown identities) was created within a 
lifespan of 2-3 years. Initially having a white 
background, it was later remastered in 2017 by the 
same artist and is still in works to this day. Waiting 
for the signature of the artist, several repaints of 
the flowers with warmer colors, and the credit to 
the Tores family, the piece is still felt unfinished.

The mural depicts the story of the first indigenous priest of Mexican culture, who had seen the 
Virgin Mary upon a mountain. Reporting this to a nearby priest, he was unbelieved due to his 
status and his class. To prove his claim, Mary told him to carry several roses down the 
mountain and drop upon the feet of the priest. The peasant did so, and the priest saw several 
rose pedals in the shape of Mary in the peasant's shirt. The priest finally believed the peasant, 
and together they built a church on the mountain.

To the family, the piece is a symbol of protection and guidance. Erica & Daisy Tores now owns 
the building.

Roger Brown I  1991  I  1999 S  Wood Str





Venetian Glass Mosaic 

These beautiful mosaic murals  were created by Francisco Gerardo Mendoza Ybarro 
in 1991. The purpose of these mosaics is to pay tribute to the Pilsen neighborhood ‘s 
character, the importance of education, and to Mexico’s most prominent muralists.

I could not find anything about how the mosaic came to be on the school, only that 
Francisco had a close relationship with them. 

There are many people included in this piece, but some of the more well known 
people are Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, and Jose Clemente Orozco They are all similar 
because they were Mexican artists during the early-mid 20th century and they also 
greatly influenced the Mexican art community. 

Roger Brown I  1991  I  120 North LaSalle





El Popocatepetl y 
Iztaccihuatl
“ Thousands of years ago, when the Aztec Empire was in its heyday and dominated the Valley of 
Mexico, it was common practice to subject neighboring towns, and to require a mandatory tax.  It 
was then that the chief of the Tlaxcaltecas, bitter enemies of the Aztecs, weary of this terrible 
oppression, decided to fight for his people’s freedom. The chief had a daughter named 
Iztaccihuatl: the most beautiful of all the princesses, who had professed her love for young 
Popocatepetl, one of her father’s people and the most handsome warrior. Both professed a deep 
love for each other, so before leaving for war, Popocatepetl asked the chief for the hand of 
Princess Iztaccihuatl. The father gladly agreed and promised to welcome him back with a big 
celebration to give him his daughter’s hand if he returned victorious from the battle. The brave 
warrior accepted, prepared everything and departed keeping in his heart the promise that the 
princess would be waiting for him to consummate their love. Soon afterward, a love rival of 
Popocatepetl, jealous of the love they professed to each other, told Princess Iztaccihuatl that her 
beloved had died in combat. Crushed by such tragedy and overwhelmed by sadness the 
princess died, without even imagining it could be a lie. Popocatepetl returned victorious to his 
people, hoping to find his beloved princess. Upon arrival, he received the terrible news of the 
death of Iztaccihuatl. Devastated by the news, he wandered about the streets for several days 
and nights, until he decided he had to do something to honor her love and to assure that the 
princess would not ever be forgotten. He ordered a great tomb built under the sun, piling up ten 
hills together to form a huge mountain. He carried the dead Princess in his arms, took her to the 
summit and laid her on the great mountain. The young warrior lovingly kissed her cold lips, took 
a smoking torch and knelt in front of his beloved to watch over her eternal sleep. From then on, 
they continue together, facing each other.  Eventually the snow covered their bodies, forming two 
majestic volcanoes that would remain joined till the end of time. The legend goes on to say that 
when the warrior Popocatepetl remembers his beloved, his heart – that preserves the fire of 
eternal passion – shakes and his torch smokes.
That’s why, even today; the Popocatepetl volcano continues spewing fumaroles. ”
- Inside Mexico

KOZMO and MATR  I 2019 I  Chicago





Graffiti vs 
Gang Tags
The story behind this graffiti art is that the artist, H20, wanted to get his name up on a wall. 
For the gang tag, the gang member(s) wanted to mark their territory and scare their 
“opps”. “Many people unconsciously relate street art, most commonly graffiti, with gang 
activity or territory markings. Graffiti started in the Bronx, New York in the late 70’s. Gang 
tagging consists of the number of the gang’s street, the gang’s sign, or abbreviation for the 
gang. For example “BDK” is a gang in Chicago and its tags are all around Chicago. 
Another major factor to differentiate a gang’s tag from a graffiti artist/writer’s tag and piece 
is the neatness of the tag. A graffiti artist/writer focuses on disorting different fonts within 
numbers and letters and making sharp lines and curves within their piece. Two of my 
personal favorite and well known graffiti tags throughout Chicago are “DARTS” and “J4F”.

H20 I 2019 I  Pilsen





Sentrock                         
Joseph “Sentrock” Perez started tagging walls and eventually started making murals. 
And that’s when he decided to make the “birdboy” murals.

The art that sentrock creates, is meant to symbolise hope and encouragement. 

You can’t see it in this photo, but the building that the mural is on, was in a fire. They 
are in the process of rebuilding it and trying to save as much as they can.

Joseph “Sentrock” Perez





Jeff Maldonado Jr. Mosaic 
Mural
Jeff Maldonado Jr. was unfortunately shot on a ride back 
from the barber shop on July 27, 2009. His was was shot by 
a gang member despite not being involved with any.  His 
father, Jeff Maldonado Sr (a widely know muralist in Pilsen) 
deeply saddened by his son’s death decided to make a 
mural in his memory while at the same time speaking out 
against gun violence.

This mosaic mural took about 2 years to complete and is 
about 4-5 years old. With the help of some organizations 
such as After School Matters and others additions were 
made to the original piece and it was finished in about 2 
years. Though the making of this mural the birth of the J- Def 
Peace projects which promotes speaking against violence 
through art and releasing the music Jeff Maldonado Jr. 
created before his unfortunate death.

Jeff Maldonado Sr.  I  2017  I  18th st Pilsen



Wicker Park Collection



The Broom of Wicker Park
 Nancy Deborah Wicker-Eilan I 2006  I  1425 N. Damen Ave.

The art piece was in honor of Charles Gustavus Wicker, who lived between 1820 to 1889. He 
was an alderman, a businessman, and a real estate speculator who developed the wicker 
park area. His descendant, who studied at Harvard, wanted to honor his legacy in 1998 by 
proposing and approving the statue she would later build. While doing her work, she 
received several grants from the city and individual donors. She would bring students from 
the Pritzker school to show how the materials and how it's made. In the eyes of the public, it 
is supposed to represent hard work as the statue depicts Wicker cleaning his own office 
rather than telling someone else to do it.

Honestly, I do not enjoy this specific statue. Even though my father is a landlord, I feel there 
is a strong implication that this man had a bias as most would during his time. But what 
annoyed me the most was how there was so much information compared to other pieces of 
art that should have more recognition for being more creative. I do consider this public art 
since the community did believe this piece represented that part of Chicago. However, it 
doesn't feel like it shows a struggle or a unique perspective of citizens. It feels bland

  



Hebru Brantley #2

The mural was Hebru Brantley’s second ever mural he made in Chicago. This 
mural represents Hebru Brantley’s most infamous characters, “Flyboy and Lil 
Mama”. Originally, there was a mural before this one on the wall but it was 
covered up by the city's sanitation crew. This mural was inspired by the 
Tuskegee Airmen. I feel that the “Flyboy” and “Lil Mama” represent black 
culture, pride, and excellence. Hebru Brantley is a Pilsen/Chicago native. His 
work is displayed all around Chicago’s north, south, east, and west sides. This 
mural is special to this community and is also interesting because of its 
expiration death. This mural’s life span will be from September 10, 2018 - 
September 11, 2021. 

Hebru Brantley  I  2018  I  1401  N. Milwaukee 



Nike Running

The exact date that this art piece was was made is unknown but 
since the nike running store opened in 2013 it is assumed that’s the 
year it was put on it. It was commissioned by Nike Running Chicago 
to be painted on their newly opened store of which Hebru Brantley 
ended up painting. This mural is supposed to be a pop infused 
contemporary art and includes some of Hebru Brantley's more 
famous character fly boy. This mural is supposed to represent  
nostalgia power and hope.

Hebru Brantley  I  2013  I  Wicker Park



Gateway 
Ray Katz | Wicker Park

This piece of artwork was made by Ray Katz and it was installed in 2002. 
I wasn’t able to find much about this particular sculpture but I know that it 
was one of the 50 art pieces installed by the city. I think that this piece is 
supposed to represent the level of difficulty it takes to make a piece of 
art. I also think that the piece is supposed to represent a gateway to 
another dimension but this is what it would look like in the sculptors 
eyes.



Vivian Maier Mural
Eduardo Kobra | Wicker Park

Kobra last visited Chicago to create his acclaimed 10-story Muddy Waters mural 
as part of Big Walls 2016 – a mural festival facilitated by Columbia College and 
The Wabash Arts Corridor . Having come back to Chicago for the 
well-publicized mural dedication on June 8th, 2017, Kobra and the curatorial 
team revisited a discussion the group had had during the festival about 
executing another piece using an image of the prolific, mid-century urban 
photographer, Vivian Maier. While Maier was largely unknown during her 
lifetime (1926-2009), but her work has captured the attention of the world after 
being discovered in 2008 spawning books, exhibitions, and a documentary 
film. The artist, once again, collaborated with Lindsey Meyers and Simone 
Garcia -the duo behind Chicago-based Beauty & Brawn Art Gallery/Sinergia 
Arts. 



The Community Collection



Existing Conditions Analysis 
Education and Youth Development

Only about 10.6% of residents in Gage Park have an associates degree or higher.
About 40% of the population didn’t have a high school education or equivalent.
The amount of people who had less than a high school graduate in 2010 was about 54.1% and only 25.6% 
have a High School Degree or equivalent. As 2 more schools opened luckily the percentages got better as 
most currently in 2017, it was reported that now only 39.7% had less than a high school degree and now 
37.4% had a high school degree or equivalent.

There are a total of 3 high Schools in Gage Park.
1. Solorio High School academy- Opened in 2010
2. Victoria Soto high School- Opened in 2013
3. Gage Park High School - Opened in 1939

It is very likely that since the 2 new schools opened around 2010 and 2013 many more were given a better 
option than to attend the neighborhood high school which wasn’t the best.

Arts and Culture

In all of Gage Park/14th ward  there was 0 registered Murals according to the Chicago Data Portal. Though 
there are 2 murals close to the Gage Park/ Back of the Yards Border. One is on 5055 South Hoyne Ave the 
other one is on 2057 West 51st St.

Demographics of Gage Park

In 2000 the demographics were a bit different than they are now in Gage Park.The percentage of residents 
who Identified as white non Hispanic was 12.3%, as Hispanics 79.3%, as Black non hispanic 3.5%, Asian non 
hispanic as 0.4% and other 0.1%. From 2000 to 2010 the number of hispanics identifying residents went up a 
whole 10% to 89.2% and the number of white non hispanic decreased to 5.2%. Then once again in 2017 the 
percentage of hispanics rose to 92.1% and the percentage of non hispanic white decreased to 3.7%.

Public Safety

Gage Park often has many gang related problems and has a moderate crime rate in which many involve 
assault, narcotics and Larceny. With a total of about 850 crimes reported in this last year. There is also about 
3 gangs of which use Gage Park as it’s headquarters those being the Latin Kings, Satan's Disciples, and Two 
sixes.

Health and Wellness:
While there are about 2 health centers in Gage Park but there is no Hospitals in all of the neighborhood. The 
closest one would be Holy Trinity hospital in Elsdon. There is also only one dental clinic.





Existing Conditions Analysis

Community History & Past Plans

The town of Hickory Hills has multiple forest preserves to its side and had a percentage of 12.5 in 
carpooling before 2010. However, even though it had improve with the Amtrak system close to the city by 1 
percent, carpooling has dropped dramatically and driving alone has increased to 88%, higher than most 
cities in the Chicago area. It’s unknown what plan or event started this, whether it be a new business or lack 
of development compared to other cities, but this is a problem that should be faced.

Land Use & Development

Hickory Hills is located between the side of several forest preserves and high amounts of suburban area, 
such as residential homes. There is little to no use in agriculture and there is only 10% in open land. 48% is 
used for single family residential and there is 4.2% in institutional buildings such as religious, educational, or 
law practice. However, 22% is used in transportation such as roads.

Demographic & Housing Profile

There is a mix between apartment buildings (single family attached homes at 64%) and buildings at 5 units 
or more (33.1.%).  It has a high population of slavic and arabic population while having a small amount of 
minorities such as black and asian. 74.9 percent speak slavic and the high majority of residents area are 
white native born. (The majority is 81% and are white while 0.6 are aisian and minority.)

Mobility

There is a few transit stops within the city as Pace busses only travel on the 95th through the 379 pace bus. 
There is a Amtrak close by but is at the verge of the city. As stated, there is a problem with carbon footprint 
as there are 3 gas-stations on the 95th street

Comparison to Similar Neighborhoods

It has a higher problem compared to different cities as the carbon footprint as increased compared to cities 
around. The only city which as also increased in Chicago Ridge, which is farther from Hickory Hills 
compared to BridgeView, Palos, and Burbank. The other cities (Besides Palos Hills and Willow Springs) are 
more based around commercial and do not have much Wetlands or Forest nearby. 





Existing Conditions Analysis

Community History & Past Plans

Woodlawn is a neighborhood in the south side of chicago. In woodlawn, they don’t have much public 
art and the area is filled with gang violence. I feel that if I were to implement my public art into the 
neighborhood, then we would really be able to see a change in the area.

Land Use & Development

Right now the area has a couple grocery stores and many other small businesses. The area is not 
visited often like the loop but if there was art then the neighborhood wood be able susceptible to many 
visitors just to come and see the area for its art and eventually its people.

Mobility

In woodlawn, they have a few train stations here and there and the neighborhood does not have many 
ways to get a car. If art was implemented then people would take the CTA more and the city would 
most likely extend their routes to get to the art.

Comparison to Similar Neighborhoods

When Woodlawn is compared to Hyde Park then you can really see how Woodlawn is in need of art. 
Hyde Park is a very nice neighborhood with lots art and places that hold art. It has lots of businesses 
and reasons to visit the area.

Other Issues of Community Interest

Since the neighborhood is prone to gang violence, people think that if they go to Woodlawn, they will 
get attacked. This makes the community very upset because you have more of a chance to get in a car 
crash then threatened by a gun. 



CDH



Existing Conditions Analysis
This piece is meant to be a celebration of diversity. The roots will be lined on the sidewalk 
and the layered flower petals will be on a wall, open for people to mark their identity: Race, 
religion, education, occupation, age, name, or something positive to share. 

Community History & Past Plans

It may not address past plans but for a community it shares, appreciates and supports the residents in the 
community for being open and willing to talk about themselves.

Land Use & Development

One of the plans for the future of this piece is to spread them around to many communities; other 
countries or other counties. If the art is recognized then it will spread and become a tourist attraction 
which promotes development.  

Demographic & Housing Profile

It is literally telling you what kind of people live there.

Comparison to Similar Neighborhoods

The Loop is pretty hard to call a neighborhood considering it is like the heart of the city but it expands a 
trend in city art. Most pieces I see there would be considered as creations rather than murals; meaning 
sculptures, mosaics, or grafitti. This will broaden the scope of murals in the loop.





Community History & Past Plans

West Englewood is one of 77 designated Chicago community areas and is located on the southwest side of 
Chicago, Illinois. West Englewood used to be known as South Lynne and was once home to to early European 
settlers; predominantly German and Swedish farmers who arrived in the 1840s. 

Land Use & Development

The boundaries of West Englewood are Garfield Blvd to the north, Racine Ave to the east, the CSX and Norfolk 
Southern Railroad tracks to the west, and the Belt Railway of Chicago to the south. After construction of rail lines 
for the Rock Island and Wabash Railroads, the area became known as Chicago Junction, which soon changed 
to Junction Grove. By 1865, Junction Grove became the unincorporated town of Lake, which was later renamed 
Englewood. The combination of open spaces for housing and the presence of railroad lines made these 
neighborhoods ideal for Chicagoans looking for less crowding and moving from the urban center destroyed in 
the Great Chicago Fire. In 1889 the neighborhoods of Englewood and West Englewood became part of the City 
of Chicago. West Englewood was and is home to a train yard junction which receives and sends valuable goods 
throughout the country.

Here are the highest ranking percentages for land use and development in West Englewood:  

Single-Family Residential (24.8%), Transportation/Other (37.4%), and Vacant Land (13.6%). “CMAP” 

Demographic & Housing Profile

In West Englewood, housing and tenure from 2010-2017 decreased by 0.4%, 0.5%, and 0.9%  in occupied 
housing units, owner-occupied, and renter-occupied. Housing tenure increased in vacant housing units by 0.9% 
. “CMAP”

Comparison to Similar Neighborhoods

In Chicago’s northern neighborhood of Uptown, education attainment from 2010-2017 for college was higher 
than West Englewood’s. Uptown’s education attainment has increased in college attendees/graduates and 
decreased in high school attendees/graduates. In West Englewood, education attainment from 2010-2017 
increased in high school attendees/graduates and decreased college attendees/graduates. There is a “hidden” 
and unaddressed connection between this comparison and these two neighborhoods. Chicago’s nasty history 
plays a humongous role with the issues including lack of education, employment rates, and poverty in black and 
brown communities. Redlining and segregation by racial and financial discrimination are two of a few important 
factors within those issues.

Other Issues of Community Interest

Beginning during World War I, when they replaced workers who were drafted, blacks migrated to the city in 
great number before 1940.. Initially, they competed with immigrants primarily for unskilled jobs and housing; 
blacks were restricted by discrimination in housing practices to narrow areas of older housing on the South 
Side, known as the Black Belt. European immigrants and ethnic whites dominated separate territories on the 
South Side: the Irish, Polish, Italians and others had their own centers of population which they protected 
against each other and against blacks. This history specifically is relevant to issues such as redlining and 
Chicago’s infamous “Black Belt”.

Existing Conditions Analysis


